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L.O. I can punctuate simple sentences.  

Monday 28th September 2020 
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What types of punctuation do you know? 
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Why do we need to make sure that we use the correct punctuation in our

writing?

If we do not use the correct punctuation, our writing may be unclear or

misleading to the reader.

Punctuation structures our writing clearly, makes the information easy to

understand and adds extra information in a clear and precise way. 
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Lets first look at Capital Letters. 

When do we need to use a capital letter? 
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They have three main purposes: to let the reader know 
a sentence is beginning, to show important words in a 
title, and to signal proper names and official titles of 
places.
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1. The city near the Amazon rainforest was called 
maunus.

2. on wednesday i am going to the museum in london. 

3. kieran preferred football to rugby. 

With your neighbor discuss where the Capital Letters should go 
and why. 
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Look at this passage from the first Harry Potter book: 
The Philosophers Stone. Can you help put the capital 
letters back in the correct place? 

mr dursely was the director of a firm called g runnings, 
which made drills. he was a big, beefy man with hardly 
any neck, although he did have a very large moustache. 
mrs dursley was thin and blonde and had nearly twice 
the usual amount of neck, which came in very useful as 
she spent so much time craning over garden fences, 
spying on the neighbors. 
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Next we'll look at full stops. 

When do we need to use a full stop? 
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A full stop should always be used to end a sentence. It 
indicates that you having finished that sentence and 
that you are moving on to say something else. 
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1. I enjoy watching television

2. The rain fell heavily on my window 

3. Happy and excited, Sophie ran quickly towards her 

mum who waited with a huge present at her feet

With your neighbor discuss where the full stops should go and 
why. 
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Look at this passage from Grandpa's Great Escape by 
David Walliams. Can you help put the full stops back in 
the correct place? 

Jack was a child who was happiest alone in his bedroom 
A naturally shy boy, he didn't have many friends 
instead of spending his days playing football in the park 
with all the other kids from school, he would stay inside 
assembling his prized collection of model areoplanes His 
favourites were from World War 2 - the Lancaster 
bomber, the Hurricane and of course his grandfather's 
old plane, the now legendary Spitfire 
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Next we'll look at exclamation marks and question 
marks. 

When do we need to use them? 

Exclamation marks are used to show the reader when 
something is surprising. 

Question marks are used to show the reader when 
someone is asking a question.
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1. What a mess

2. Great cake 

3. Come quickly

With your neighbor discuss where the exclamation marks should 
go and what you notice about the sentences. 
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1. Where are you going

2. When did you buy that ball 

3. What is the time

With your neighbor discuss where the question marks should go 
and why. 
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Look at this letter from Joey to his friend Dan. Can you 
help put the question marks back in the correct place? 

Dear Dan, 

Hi, how are you What have you been doing today I have 
been watching television and playing football. Are you 
looking forward to your holiday I can't wait to hear all 
about it. 

Speak to you soon. 

From, Joey 
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Look at the passage from Spy Dog by Andrew Cope. Can 
you help put the exclamation marks back in the correct 
place? 

 

Too late now, unfortunately Lara figured her only 
chance of escape was to suprise Jimmy and his evil 
friend. And with a stun gun pointing at me, it will have 
to be a big surprise 
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Using what you know about punctuation complete the 
worksheet adding Capital Letters, full stops, 
exclamation marks and question marks. 
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 Appearance

Traditionally, a werewolf is indistinguishable from an ordinary wolf apart from several features. These are: a larger body, lack of a distinct tail, human eyes and voice. When a werewolf is in human form, they have tell-tale physical traits including: meeting of both eyebrows (‘monobrow’), curved fingernails, low-set ears and a swinging stride.

Modern culture

Even after many centuries of tales, a fascination with werewolves still exists in modern society. The most popular depiction of a werewolf on film is in the renowned movie franchise: ‘Twilight’. Another work of fiction which mentions these mythical beasts is ‘Harry Potter’. This series of books features several werewolves (including Remus Lupin). 

Werewolves

Werewolves, also known as lycanthropes, are mythological or folkloric humans with the ability to shape-shift into a hybrid wolf-like creature. They are generally found in Europe and date from the medieval period. The legend of the werewolf developed in parallel to the belief in witches and is still evident in popular culture today.



Shape-shifting ability

Werewolves are humans who transition into wolf-like creatures, either purposefully or after being placed under a curse. Various methods of becoming a werewolf have been reported. In folklore, most werewolves originate from being cursed or bitten by another werewolf. Historically, most werewolves transform under the light of a full moon. Some historical tales list other stranger methods of transformation, such as: rubbing the body with magic ointment, drinking rainwater out of the footprint of the animal or repeating a set spell. After returning to their human form, werewolves are usually documented as becoming weak, debilitated and undergoing painful, nervous depression. 



How dangerous are they?

Often perceived as a threat throughout history, werewolves generally prey on any living thing; however they particularly target children. Werewolves attack in a variety of ways. The Scandinavian werewolf is known to possess poison-coated claws. This creature uses its gaze to paralyse its victims which enables the final blow to be delivered with devastating accuracy. Some werewolves are known to target the graves of their victims; digging up bodies to consume to satisfy their cravings. 
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Crocodiles and Alligators


Sharks


Spiders



Crocodile grazing in the sun.





How do crocodiles care for their young? 


Crocodiles make much better parents than many other reptiles. A female Nile crocodile lays up to 75 eggs, she buries them under than sand in the riverbank. She guards them for about 3 months until they hatch, and then carries them gently in her big mouth down to the water. She goes on protecting them from predators (animals that would want to eat them) for another few weeks, before leaving them to fight their own battles. 


 





M/A





Did you know…


When baby crocodiles hatch out of their eggs, they call out for their mother.


Crocodiles and alligators have thick, scaly skin which protects them from being attacked.


You can tell crocodiles and alligators apart by their teeth. When an alligator shuts its mouth you can’t see any teeth in its bottom jaw. When a crocodile closes its mouth you can see the fourth tooth on each side of its bottom jaw. 








How fast are alligators?


Alligators, such as the American alligator, can run fast on land, but they are even quicker in water. To swim, they tuck their legs under their bodies and swish their strong tails from side to side, powering themselves through the water.





The American alligator lives in south-eastern USA, in warm rivers and swamps. It will eat almost anything it can catch, including water birds, fish and turtles. In busy areas, the American alligator will sometimes attack farm animals that get too close to the water.  








Crocodiles and alligators belong to a group of reptiles called crocodilians. These fierce carnivores (meat-eating animals) have not changed much for millions of years. Today, there are 14 different types of crocodile, 2 types of alligator and 6 types of caiman. 








Did you know…


Whale sharks can grow over 14 metres in length.


Hammerheads grow up to 4 metres long and are found in warm seas.


The world’s largest fish is the whale shark.


The longest known great white is 6 metres.








Which is the fastest shark?


The short-finned Mako shark is the fastest shark. It is very streamlined and agile (quick). It is thought by some that it can travel up to 70 miles per hour. It eats other fish such as tuna, which are also some of the fastest swimming fish.








Hammerhead shark.





Great white shark.
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How do great whites find their food?


When the great white shark is close to another animal, it can sense electrical currents made by the animal’s body. When they are further away, it has a powerful sense of smell that can track the scent (smell) of fish from a great distance. Great whites have good eye-sight. They see well in the dark and have a good sense of hearing. 








Why do hammerhead sharks have a funny shaped head?


There are lots of thoughts about why hammerhead sharks have strange shaped heads. Some think it is to help the shark move through the water. Others think it helps their sense of smell – most hammerheads have nostrils on the outer tips of their heads.








Sharks have rough skin and they cannot fold their fins. Sharks have strong jaws (mouths) and many have sharp teeth, but some have flat grinding teeth. Sharks have a fantastic sense of smell and can sniff out food from huge distances. There are about 350 types of shark; they include some of the largest fish in the world.
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Spider waiting to jump on its prey. 





Spider on its web.





Spider web with rain droplets.





Are black widows dangerous?


There are over 30 types of widow spiders, including the red back in Australia. Both black widow and red back widow are mainly black with a red tummy to warn off predators (any animal that might want to eat them!). 








Black widow spider.





Do all spiders make webs?


Not all spiders make webs, but they all make silk. Many hunt on the ground, like the jumping spiders, and some even build trap-doors under ground so they can hide and wait for their prey (food).  








Fun Facts!


Not all spiders have 8 eyes, some only have 6.


Tarantulas are the largest spiders.


Some jumping spiders can jump 30 times their own body length. 








Spiders are the world’s most common land carnivore (eats meat). There are about 40,000 different types of spiders and they live in nearly every part of the world. All spiders have a pair of fangs; these fangs release venom (poison). 
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